
Here are the rules adapted from the mall scenario we played on 
twitch using three killers. These are just some quick and fast notes.
There has not been any real testing with this and I would love to 
hear your feedback. Hope you enjoy! -Matt

CHOOSING YOUR KILLERS:

Primary Killer:
Choose one killer to be the primary killer. This killer can be conjured 
as normal with an M.O, Visage, and 2 traits.

Secondary Killers:
The other two killers are considered to be secondary killers. When 
they are conjured they will have an M.O, and a Visage but will not 
have any traits. 

Placing The Primary killer:
The primary killer can be placed normally through jump scares, plot 
special rules, or through fright tokens on the first 2 turns. However, 
if the primary killer is not placed by the end of the Fright Phase on 
turn three it will be conjured at the start of the third turn Killer Phase 
following the rules for its M.O. as normal.  From this point on the 
primary killer can be Driven Off and returned to the table as per the 
normal rules. 

Over the course of the game the Primary killer is the only killer 
that will be moved using jump scare results and fright token table 
results. 

Placing The Secondary Killers:
At the start of the Killer Phase on turns 4 and 5 one of the 
Secondary killers that has not yet been placed will be conjured 
using the rules on their M.O. as normal. Once conjured a 
Secondary killer can be Driven Off and returned to the table as per 
the normal rules. 
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OPTIONAL RULES:

“That one is mine!” - The primary killer is considered to have 
the Patient trait in addition to any other traits. If it already has the 
Patient trait it is always considered to pass the D20 roll to ignore 
supporting character tokens. 

“Is it dead?”- The second time a secondary killer is Driven Off, 
leave the model on the table. At any point during the rest of the plot 
a character within 2” of the body may take the Investigate action. 
On a successful investigation the character may immediately 
generate 1 weapon and 1 item and remove the secondary killer 
from the table.

If the awareness test roll is an 18,19, or 20 immediately place the 
secondary killer in contact with the investigating characters. This 
result cannot be rerolled with a luck point. The secondary killer is 
returned to play and considered to have 1 wound remaining. The 
next time the secondary killer is driven off, remove it from the table. 

DESIGNER’S NOTE:
You can also change the number of Primary and 
Secondary killers to fit your needs and narrative. You 
might even want to have different places they can be 
conjured from. For example, you could have a Primary 
killer represent a mutated foreman near one of the Old 
Oak Hill mines and he is conjured normally using his M.o.  
but your Secondary killers could be ghoulish mine workers 
and they are always conjured at the mouth of the mine.  


